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ABSTRACT 

A substitution group for generating families of thermodynamic formulas is 
derived. The method of derivation is based upon the t ransformat ion properties 
of a "group of funct ions" under a contact transformatioll. There exists a char
acteristic function and a "group of functions" for each representation, that is, each 
coordinate system, and to each function of the group there is an associated con
tact transformation which transforms the group into its eq uivalent in another 
representation. The in variance of the functional form of the characteristic groups 
of functions under contact t ransformations is equival ent to invariance under a 
substitution group <g * on the space (EI-lFG) (V - S - '1'P) . The group <g *is inde
pendent of the representation and can be generated geometrically. 

There are four contact transformations (including the identity) a ssociated 
with each representation . These transformations are equivalent, and from them 
families of equations can be found which are invariant under the group <g*. 
Other families can be found among the transformation formu lae for the higher 
derivatives. 

Formulas deducible by simple operations, for example, differentiation, on the 
characteristic group of functions of a given representation provide basic forms for 

t families invariant under the group <g*. The number of members in a family is 
1,2, 4, or 8. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The existence of symmetry relations between certain sets of thermo
dynamic formulas has been recognized since the classical work of 
Gibbs. Nevertheless, Koenig [1] 1 seems to have been the first to exhibit 
these relations in the compact form of a substitution group on the 
thermodynamic functions E, H, F, G and the variables of state V, S, 
P, T; N j • The method of derivation was not given, although it 
was shown how the group can be generated from the symmetry prop
erties of a square. The purpose of this article is to present a deriva
tion of Koenig's substitution group by making use of the transforma
tion properties of the fundamental thermodynamic equations. The 
transformations employed are the Cylindrical Tangential (Contact) 
Transformations studied by Lie. 

1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
213 
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II. THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 

The necessary assumptions are those given by Caratheodory [2] i,n 
his axiomatic development of the general theory. The following 
discussion does not require an analysis of these assumptions. Nor 
does it require a description of the methods used in establishing the 
relation between the general mathematical structure and experimental 
thermodynamics, particularly the determination of the characteristic 
function associated with a selected set of physical and chemical 
variables. It will suffice to recall that in a given description, that is, 
with a given choice of variables, there exists a characteristic function 
Z appropriate to a given physical system, which is the-solution of an 
exact differential equation of the Pfaff type: 

dZ- ~XidXt=O. 
i 

Once 7 has been found, the general behavior of the system can be 
conveniently described with the aid of auxiliary functions defined in 
terms of 7 and its partial derivatives. For example, in a reference 
system (description) using V, S; Nt as independent variables, all 
general thermodynamic formulas, that is, those formulas independent 
of an equation of state, are derivable from the characteristic Energy 
function, E, and the basic equations 

(1) 

The Energy function is a function only of the state of the system and 
satisfies the conditions: 

Equilibrium State ________ dE= O 
Reversible Process ________ dE=O 
Natural Process ________ __ dE=O 
Unnatural Process ________ dE= O 

BV=O 
BV=O 
oV=O 
oV=O 

oS=O 
oS=O 
oS> O 
oS> O 

oNt=O. 
oNt=O. 
oNt=O. 
oNt=O. 

The functions H, F, G are not uniquely defined, but in practical appli
cation the arbitrariness drops out. Legitimate operations on equa
tions 1 generate a collection C, of formulas valid in the description 
V, S;Nt. 

III. THE PROBLEM 

Assume a new choice of independent variables V', S' (it will hence
forth be assumed that the chemical variables, Nt, remain unchanged), 
that is, mode of description. On physical grounds, there exists a 
transformation, t, and its inverse, t_l, such that 

(V,S)~(V' S',) = t(V,S) 

(V' ,S')~(V,S) =t-1 (V' ,S') 
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The new variables defined by t: 

V' f(V,8) 

S'=g(V,8) 

are functionally independent and are therefore soluble for the old 
variables as functions of the new. 

The functions E, H, F, G, and formulas 0 will transform into 
functions of the new coordinates, which will in general take on new 
functional forms. The two modes of description are completely 
equivalent and under the transformation, t, formulas must transform 
into identities in the new variables. 

Anticipating later results, let it be assumed that under the trans
formation, t, on the physical variables 

(V' ,8') = t(V,S) 

and the associated transformation, T, on the functions E, H, F, G: 

(E' H' F ' G' )= T(EHFG) 

the form of the fundamental equations remains invariant. Then it is 
clear that under the combined transformation Tt on the comple
mentary sets (EHFG) and (V8), the formulas 0 also remain in
variant. The problem can be formulated as follows : If the basic 
equations of thermodynamics are written in terms of a particular set 
of physical variables of state, what transformation on the dependent 
functions and associated transformation on the independent variables, 
leave the form of the equations invariant? If it should happen that 
the combined transformations Tt constitute a group G, fundamental 
formulas will r emain invariant under G. All modes of description 
associated to G are equivalent and the group G characterizes a 
fundamental arbitrariness in the thermodynamic description of all 
systems. 

The problem is analogous to that encountered in the Relativity 
Theory. It is well known that if the electromanetic field vectors 
E, H undergo a particular linear transformation and the independent 
variables (xyzt) undergo an associated linear transformation (the 
Lorentz-Einstein Transformation), the fundamental equations of the 
field remain invariant. The arbitrariness of the description (theory) 
is characterized by the Lorentz-Einstein Group, and all reference 
frames associated to the group are equivalent. 

IV. TANOENTIAL TRANSFORMATIONS 

The general Tangential Transformation is defined by Lie l3] as 
follows: 

"When ~, Xl ••••. X n, PI ... . . Pn are 2n+l independent 
functions of the 2n+ 1 independent quantities z, Xl " • • Xn , 

PI .... Pn such that the equation 
n n 

dZ-22P idXi=p(dz- "'L2P;dXi) 
i =1 1=1 

p~O 
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is identically satisfied, the transformation 

z' = Z(Z,X"Pi) 
x/ =Xi(Z,Xi,P,) 
p/=Pi(Z,Xi,Pi) 

is a tangential (contact) transformation." 
The test of a given set 7-, X" Pi is provided by Lie's Theorem [3]: 

"The necessary and sufficient conditions that 

be identically satisfied are 

provided 7-, Xi, P, are functionally independent, and 

oZ n, oXi 
p=- - L2Pt- r!O. 

Oz ;-1 Oz 

Conversely, pr!O is sufficient for the functional independence of 7-, 
Xi, P,." 

The bracket symbol is defined by 

The eq uations which suffice to determine the 7-, XI, Pi, pare 2n + 1 in 
number. Hence there will be an arbitrary element in solution unless 
some further condition is imposed upon the system. If 7- is specified, 
the Xi, Pi are completely determined. The class of Cylindrical 
Tangential Transformations is defined by the restriction that the 
Xi, Pi are independent of z. Application of the conditions of Lie's 
Theorem then requires that 

where p is a consts,nt. 

For the case n=3, the conditions of Lie's Theorem are not violated 
if we choose 

z j(xy) 
oz 

P2= oy=zv. 
Then 

dz' -p/dx' -P2'dy' =.p(dz-zxdx-zvdy) =.0, 

and if z' is chosen as a function of z, x, y, Zx, Zv the variables PI', P2', 
x', y' are determined. The transformation insures the exactness of 
dz', and hence z' plays the same role in the primed coordinates as z 
does in the unprimed. 
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V. THE LEGENDRE TRANSFORMATIONS 

The thermodynamic transformations between the four equivalent 
modes of description in the sets of variables (V,S), (P,S), (V,T), (P,T) 
are related to the three Legendreian Cylindrical Tangential Trans
formations defined by (ZIXl =OZt/OXl, etc): 

(a) Z2=ZI-ZIXIXI 
(b) Z3=ZI-ZlvtYI (I') 
(c) Z4=ZI- Zlv1Yl = Z2+ Z3- ZI. 

Applying the fundamental theorem, it is found that solutions for these 
cases are 

(a) Z2=ZI- Z 1XIXI ZZX2=Xl Z2112 = Z1111 

X2 = -ZIXl 
p=l 

Y2=Yl 

(b) Z3= ZI-ZIIlIYI Z3T3=ZIXl Z3I1a=-Yl 
(2) 

Y3= ZIVl 
p=l 

Xa = Xl 

(c) Z4= ZI-ZIXIXI-ZIVIYI Z4X4=Xl Z4114=-Yl 

X4 = -ZIXl Y4 = ZIVI 
p=l 

Under these transformations: 

(a) ZI = Z2-Z2X2XZ ZIXl = -X2 ZIVl = Z21/2 

Xl =Z2Z2 
p= l 

I/l = Y2 

(b) ZI = Z3-Z3vaY3 ZIXl = Z3%3 ZII/l =Ya 

Yl= - ZI1/3 
p= l (3) 

XI=X3 

(c) ZI = Z4 - Z4X4X4 - Z4114Y4 ZIXl = - X4 ZIVl=Y4 

Xl= Z4X4 Yl = -Z4V4 
p=l 

It is to be observed that: 
1. The form of the equation defining the Legendre function IS 

invariant under the transformation. 
2. The transformations are involutory, that is, applied twice in 

succession they generate the identity transformation. 
3. The Legendre functions defining the inverse transformations can 

be obtained by a simple substitution. Thus if: 

(IZlxl, IXll)-(lZtxtl, IXjl). 

(IZlvl, IYll)-(IZ tl/tl, IYil/=2,3,4. 
then equations 2++3. 

The absolute values IXtl, IYtl, IZtXil, IZ;I/;I must be taken in order to 
compensate for the change in sign occasioned by transposition when 
the equations are solved in the usual fashion. 
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The three simple substitutions carrying equations 2 into 3 can also 
be considered as linear transformations on complementary sets of 
quantities. Those on Xl! Y1, Zl<ll ZIVll including the identity, can be 
conveniently written in matrix form. They are 

The matrices tn are operators which carry the space (XI, -YI, Zl%1, 

ZIVI) into any of its equivalents. They also represent simple permu
tation operators and can be written 

tll =P(1)E t 21 = P(13)E t31=P(24)E t41 =P(13) (24)E, 
where E is the unit matrix (tll ) and the P's are the permutations on 
the rows of E or the fundamental (1 space) . 

It can be readily verified that the ttl represent an Abelian group t 
of transformations isomorphic with the four element permutation 
group P(1)(2)(3)(4); P(13)(2)(4); P(1)(3)(24); P(13)(24). These 
groups of operators transform the equivalent spaces characteristic to 
ZI, Z2, Za, Z4 into each other. They have the multiplication tables: 

t 31 

I t21 t SI t41 

t21 I t41 t al 

t31 t 41 I t 21 

t41 t31 t 21 I 
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P(I) P(13) P(24) P(13) (24) 

P(I) I P(13) P(24) P(13) (24) 

----

P(13) P(13) I P(13)(24) P(24) 

P(24) P(24) P(13)(24) I P(13) 

P(13)(24) P(13) (24) P(24) P(13) I 

Written in terms of the space (XI-Yl ZlXl ZlVl)' the permutation 
group g contains the elements 

gl = (Xl) ( -Yl) (ZlXl) (ZlVl) 

g3 = (Xl) (ZlXl) (- ylZlVl) 

g2= (X1ZlxJ (-Yl) (ZlVl) 

g4 = (X1ZlXl) (-y1ZIV1) 

This group is isomorphic to a group of permutations on the vertices 
of a square which leave the square invariant. In the figure 

0"" //0 
" / XI -YI 1', / 

" / , / , / , / 

'< 
/ " / "\. 

/ , 
/ , 

L/ " 
/ z , IX. , 

the transformations, til, or permutation operators, g i, have the follow
ing correspondence to the ordinary symmetry operations 

gl = I g2=D g3 = D' g4 = R", 

where D, D' are reflections in the diagonal planes, R" is a rotation of 
180°, and I is the identity operation (except for notation this group 
comprises the V, - 8, -P, T part of figure l(a), l(g), l(e), l(c) of 
Koenig's paper). 
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If equations I', as a group, are considered in a standard form, then 
it is easily shown that this form remains invariant under the group of 
contact transformations, til, provided the functions ZI, Z2, Z3, Z4, 
when they occur explicitly are subjected to the associated trans
formations 

These matrices represent permutation operators on the rows of the 
unit matrix, or on the space (ZI Z2 Z3 Z4) 

T21 '" P(12) (34) = Gz 
Tn'" P(14) (23) = G 4 

The Til constitute an Abelian group isomorphic to the permutation 
group G composed of the G j • The square 

v 
I 

...----+,----, 2 
I 
I 
I 
I 

-- ----+-------h 
I 
I 

I 
3~---+----I4 

is invariant under the group G acting on its vertices. Relabeling the 
figure for the space (ZI Z2 Z3 Z4), the group elements of G in terms of 
the characteristic functions are 

These elements correspond, 
operations: 

I Identity. 
H Reflection in h. 

III order, to the following symmetry 

V reflection in v. 
R"=Rotation of 180°. 

"------------------ .. ~~----~--
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and have the multiplication table: 

I G2 G3 G4 

---- --------

G2 I G4 G3 

------- - ------- -

G3 G4 I G2 

G4 G3 G2 I 

The preceding resul ts can be condensed in to: 

Theorem I.-The fundamental equations 1', remain invariant under 
the Contact Transformations defined by equations 2 and the associated 
group G on the Legendre transformation functions, provided absolute 
values are taken for the elements of all equivalent spaces (X t y, ZlX1 Z'1I1). 

The restriction to absolute values can be removed if in applying g 
and G to equations I', numerator and denominator of the partial 
derivatives are transformed independently, that is, formally. This 
procedure eliminates the use of the contact transformations. 

The spaces of G and g are exclusive, and hence the elements G,g, 
constitute a group <:g for the combined space (Zl Z2 Z3 Z4) (Xl - Y1 
ZlX1 Zl111). Consequently, Theorem 1 can be written in grea ter 
generali ty: 

Theorem 1'.-The fundamental equations I' are invariant under the 
substitution group (§ on the space (Zl Z2 Z3 Z4) (Xl -Y1 ZlX1 Zl111). 

In Theorem 1', except for notation, <:g consists of elements 8 1, 8 3, 

8 5, 8 7 of the Koenig group. 
The group <:g can also be generated geometrically. It is only neces

sary to inscribe the square for G within that for g such that the 
symmetry planes v and D, band D', coincide. 
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There results: 

, 
o 

Writing out the fundamental equations 2 and associated contact 
transformations in the remaining coordinate systems, the following 
theorems are immediately evident. 

Theorem 2.-The matrix operators, Ttj and ttj, which, acting on 
the function and coordinate space of one representation, transform the 
fundamental equations 2 to any other representation with invariant 
form, are independent of the coordinate system. 

Theorem 3.-If til denotes the matrix of a Contact Transformation 
in a given representation, then the corresponding transformation for 
any other representation is given by the transform t-1ti1t (or ttnt-1), 
where t corresponds to the contact transformation carrying the old to 
the new representation. 

Theorem 4.-The permutation group cg , which leaves the funda
mental equations 2 invariant is independent of the coordinate system. 
(Theorem 4 is a restatemet of theorem 2.) 

The invariance of the four contact transformations (including the 
identity) defined by equations I' under the group of linear trans
formations, til can be extended to invariance under the substitution 
group cg provided a supplementary rule of signs is introduced,. For 
general consistency a particular equation must transform into the 
same equation whether directly under the substitution operator cg i 
or as an element of a matrix equation under the corresponding ttl. 
The equation 

transforms under t41 as an element of 
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and therefore becomes 

Before the substitution operator c:§4 can be applied to the given 
equation, t.he left side must be t ransformed into the space charac
teristic of c:§, that is, (1 space) . Hence 

where T2iZ I and t 21Xl denote the matrix transforms of Z2 and X2 . 

Applying c:§ •. 

and consequently 

which is incorrect in sign on the left side. This alternation in sign 
will always occur when the transform of XI and its conjllgate Z I XI 

differ in sign. H ence the rule: 
Rule of Signs.- If Xj and ZIXI of a given space transform with 

opposite signs, then in transforming Z IX I by substitution, it must be 
replaced by Zlixjl. If, of course, Xi and ZiXi t ransform with the same 
sign, then the rule is unnecessary, but if applied, will yield correct 
results, provided 7.IXj always transforms positive. This is in fact the 
case. There results: 

Theorem 5.-The Contact Transformations associated with the fund
amental equations 2 in any coordinate system are invariant under 
the substitution group c:§ characteristic of that coordinate system, 
provided 7.jXj is replaced by 7. t jxjl. (This is the origin of Koenig's 
Rul e of Signs.) 

If equations I' are invariant under an extended group ~*, La 
granges' Theorem on the decomposition of a fini te group insures the 
order of this group to be a multiple of the order of c:§ , that is, 4. The 
order of c:§ *~24, the order of the complet e symmetric group on four 
elements, and therefore c:§ * if it exists, must be of order 8 or 12. The 
group c:§ * will include c:§ and its cosets c:§ g t (or gl c:§), where g t= 
SiSt is an element of c:§ * not in c:§ and St, St operate on (7.1 7.27.3 7.4) 
and (Xl-YI 7.lx1 7.IU1), respectively. 
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Examination of equations l' show the basic form to be invariant 
under the symmetry operator 

which corresponds geometrically to reflection of the generating square 
in the plane P (g' corresponds to 8 6 of Koenig's group) . The elements 
of the coset ~g' are / 

They do not form a group and do not correspond to contact transforma
tions. They may be considered as formal symmetry operators. 

It is easily verified that the eight elements ~j constitute a group ~* 
which leaves the generating square invariant. It is therefore iso
morphic to the Octic Group and has the multiplication table: 

f ~2 ~3 ~4 ~5 ~6 ~7 ~8 

------------------

~2 f ~4 ~3 ~6 ~5 ~8 ~7 

-----------------

~3 ~3 ~4 J '§2 ~7 '§8 ~5 ~6 

--------------- -

~4 ~3 ~2 f '(#8 '(#7 ~6 ~5 

----------

~5 ~7 ~6 '.#8 f '.#3 ~2 ~4 

--------- - -- - - --

'.#6 ~8 '§5 ~7 '(#2 ~4 f ~3 

----- - -----------

~7 ~5 ~8 ~6 ~3 J' ~4 ~2 

------------ --------

~8 ~6 ~7 ~5 ~4 ~2 ~3 f 

The general result can be incorporated in theorem 6. 
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Theorem 6.-The form of the fundamental equations I' is invariant 
under the group qj *, and this group is the largest permutation group 
having this property. 

An additional proof that CY* is the largest permutation group 
which preserves the standard form lies in the fact that the Octic 
Group is the largest permutation group under which the bilinear 
form (:1,1 +X2-Xa-X4)2 is invariant. The last of equations I' can 
be written 

and this must be true under all transformations. Except for nota
tion, this is the bilinear form invarient under the Octic Group. 
Hence the theorem. 

The matrix representatives of the new operators gs . . . gs are 

1/ tSl = [~ ~ ~ ~l t 61 = [~ ~ ~ ~l t n= [~ ~ ~ ~l t S1= [~ ~ ~ ~l' 
0001 0001 0100 0100 

0010 1000 0010 1000 

which taken with those representing gl . g4 for a group t * having 
a multiplication table in 1- 1 correspondence with that of CY * Contact 
transformations are transformed under these operators exactly as 
previously described. For example, the transformation defined by 
equations 2a is transformed by CY6 into 

t6{sp~ce)= t21t6{sp~ce) = tS{sp~ce} 
which is equivalent to 

the contact transformation characteristic of Z4 expressed in the 
coordinates of (2 space). Similar results are obtained for other 
operators. The general result is contained in theorem: 

Theorem 7.-The Contact Transformations defined by equations 2 
are invariant under the group t * of elements til i=l .. . 8. 

The preceding theorems can now be extended to the larger groups. 
Thus: 

Theorem 2'.-The matrix groups T* and t*, under which the funda
mental equations I' are invariant, are independent of the repre
sentation. 

604947-44-6 

• 
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Theorem 4',-The permutation group (g* which leaves the funda
mental equations I' invariant is independent of the representation. 

Theorem 5'.-The Contact Transformations associated with the 
fundamental equations 2 in any representation are invariant under 
the substitution group @ * characteristic of that representation 
provided Z,x, is replaced by Z,lx;!. 

A consequence of the invariance of the contact transformations 
under the substitution group @ * is the existence of characteristic 
families of equations also invariant under (g *. Families having 
important correlatives in general thermodynamic theory are contained 
in the following theorems. Given an equation of the form expressed 
in the theorem, the group @ * generates the entire family, provided 
the contact transformations themselves are employed to reduce the 
symbolism. 

Theorem S.-The family of four differential forms 

Z,_(~~i) dXt_(~Zt) dYt=O 
u X, v, UXj Xl 

is invariant under the substitution group (g *. 
Theorem g.-The eight member family of the form 

(OZj) ox, Vj=-Xj 

is invariant under the group @*. 
Theorem 10.-The four equations of the form 

( OZt) (OZt) ox; VJ = OXj Vt 

constitute a family invariant under the characteristic group r:4 *. 
Theorem 11.-The family of eight identities 

is invariant under @* . 
The invariance of the fundamental equations yields theorems 12, 

13, and 14: 
Theorem 12.-The family of eight equations of the form 

Z;=Zj-Xi- (OZj) 
OXj Vj 

is invariant under the group @* . 

Theorem 13.-The four equations of the form 

Z,=Zj_Xj(OZj) _Yi(OZj) 
OXj Yl 0Yj Xj 

constitute a family invariant under the group C/J *. 
Theorem l4.-The equation 

(ZI+Z4)- (Z2+Z3) =0 
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is invariant under the group @*. 
Other families of formulas invariant under @ * are deducible from 

the fundamental equations I' by the application of operators such 
as ojox, CJjCJy, d. 
The transform of a formula obtained by applying the operator 0 to 
one of the fundamental equations is derived by applying the group 
operator gj to both 0 andj in the equation 

OJ=O. 

the operator CJjOX3 yields 

CJ~JZ1-Z 3+Y{ g~3 )zJ= 0, 
and the substitution operator @7 gives 

CJ(t~lX3) ~7{Zl-Z3+y{g~3)zJ= O, 
where the transform t 71X3 is obtained from the matrix equation 

(sp~ce)~t3\t71(sp~ce)= t5\ (sp!ce} 
so that 

o ° -~- , 
CJX3 CJy. 

and the transformed equation becomes: 

CJ~JZ3-Z4+X{g~i)uJ =0 . 
The reversal in order of the product of the matrices t71 and t3\ in the 
transform follows from the fact that ~ * is non-Abelian and that 't, * 
is written in terms of (1 space). This method yields theorem 15. 

Theorem IS.-Equations of the form 

(CJZj) (OZk) {(OZZj) (02ZI)} {CJ2Z j CJ2ZI} 
CJYj :<;- CJYI z.=-YJ OY~ :tj- 0Y12 x, =-YJOXjCJYiCJX,OYl 

constitute a four-member family invariant under the substitution 
group ~*. 

Theorem I6.-The eight equations of the form 

comprise a family invariant under the substitution group @ *. 
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Theorem 17.-The eight member family:of form 

( OYt) (oZ}) I(OZ,) 
ox; Z, = - OXi 1/1, 0Yi XI 

{( OZi) a (OZi) } 
<5x;- III-Yf'5X; 7ii/i Xi 

( OZ,) 
0Yi xI 

is invariant under the substitution group q; *. 
Transformation formulas for the second derivatives can be obtained 

by elementary calculation from the four sets of Contact Transforma
tions corresponding to the four equivalent representations. They 
give the following theorems: 

Theorem lS.-The eight equations of the type 
-1 

Z}X,Xj=Z;--
1. X i Xt 

form a family invariant under the substitution group '§*. 

Theorem 19.-The family of eight equations of form 

Z -ZiX;II, 
'-"X}I/}= Z. 

1. X i Z t 

is invariant under the substitution group q;*, provided the following 
Rule of Signs is applied. . 

Rule.-'l'he conjugates Z'XI' Z;III must be taken with absolute signs 
wherever they occur in the transform of Xli y, in the basic form. 
q; * is expressed in (1 space). 

Theorem 20.-The eight equations of form 

constitute a family invariant under the substitution group q; *. 
Theorem 21.-EqlJations of the form 

constitute an eight membered family invariant under the substitution 
group *. 

Theorem 22.-The four equations of the type 

form a family invariant under the substitution group q;*, provided 
the Rule of Signs given in Theorem 19 is applied. 

The Legendre transfOlmation functions characteristic of a given 
representation are simply related to Lie's [4] theory of a "group of 
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functions." A set of n functions VI . •. Vn constitute a group of 
order n if they satisfy the two conditions: 

1. Vi are algebraically independent. 
2. Every combination (ViVj) of the set is expressible in terms of the 

set and 

(ViVj) = ~(OVi OVj _ oVi OOj). 
k OXk OPk OPk OXk 

Any other function U which has the property that all (Vju) are 
expressible in terms of the Vi belongs to the group. If all the (ViU) 
are zero, then U is said to be in involution to the group and is called an 
indicial function (ausgezeichnete Funktion) of the group. 

Lie [5] has given a number of theorems on the properties of a group 
of functions of which the two following are of particular interest in 
connection with the preceding results. 

Theorem 25L.-A group of functions in the variables Xi, Pi possesses 
only two properties which are invariant under all contact trans
formations of the form 

Z' = Z + Q(Xp) X;' = Xi(Xp) p/ = Pi(Xp). 

The first is the order of the group and the second the number of 
independent indicial functions of the group. 

Theorem 26L.-lf the r independent functions UI • • • Ur in the 
variables XI ... Xn) PI ... pn form a group of functions of order r, 
and the functions VI . . . Vr in the variables x/ . . . xn', PI' ... Pn' 
likewise a group of order r, then there exists a contact transformation 
of the form 

Z' = Z + Q(Xp) 

transforming UI • • • Ur into the corresponding VI . . . V" if and 
only if,every combination (U;lJj) is expressed in terms of UI ••• Ur 

in the same way as the corresponding (ViVj ) in terms of the VI .. 
Vr • 

It is easily verified that each of the sets of Legendreian functions: 

characteristic of the fundamental equations l' in the four eqmvalent 
representations, constitute a group of functions according to the Lie 
definition. Each group is of order three and possesses one indicial 
function. They are 

and the set can be generated by the substitution group G on anyone 
of them. Hence theorem 23. 

Theorem 23 .- The indicial functions associated with the group of 
Legendreian functions characteristic of the four representations con
stitute a four member family invariant under the substitution sub
group G of CY *. 
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An elementary calculation shows that each of the characteristic sets 
given above satisfies the conditions of Lie's Theorem 26, and hence 
are t ransformable into each other by a cylindrical tangential trans
formation. The transformations in the representation of (1 space) 
are those given in equations 2. The equivalent transformations in 
any other representation can be obtained by applying Theorem 3. 

VI. THERMODYNAMIC FORMULAS 

If the following correspondences are made, the preceding results are 
directly interpretable as general thermodynamic relations. 

ZI=E 

(Xl>Yl) = (V,S) 

Za=F 

(X2,Y2) = (-Zl:tl,Yl) = (P,S) 

(Xa,Ya) = (Xl,Zlv) = (V,T) 

(x~,Y~) = (X2,Ya) = (P,T) 

Under this correspondence equations I' transform into the funda
mental equations 1 and the group C§ * becomes identical with the 
Koenig substitution group in the representation of (1 space). The 
generating square coincides with figure l(a) of Koenig's paper. 

The generation of a family of formulas by the action of the substi
tution C§ * on a basic form is of course subject to the rules of signs 
given in the preceding sec tion. Moreover, since a family of formulas 
can be expressed either in t erms of the thermodynamic functions and 
theil' del'ivatives, or in ' a reduced form in terms of v, S, P, T and 
E , H, F, G, the application of a rule will be deterlnined by the character 
of the basic form . The general result can be expressed in the theorems: 

Theorem 24.-If a basic fOl'm is deducible from the fundamental 
equations 1, or equivalent in another representation, by the action of 
an operator 0 followed by a.lgebraic rearrangement, the substitution 
group C§* generates an invariant family of 1, 2, 4, or 8 members. 

Theorem 25.-1£ a basic form of Theorem 24 is transformed by the 
use of the equations of the contact transformations, then the substitu
tion group C§ * generates an invariant family of 1, 2, 4, or 8 members, 
provided one of each conjugate pair of variables in every term of the 
new basic form is enclosed in the absolute sign. 

The following table is a condensation of the theorems given in the 
preceding section on families of equations invariant under the substi
tution group ~ *. 

Origin 

Theorem 8 ____ _ _ 

Order of 
family 

4 

Theorem 9___ ___ 8 

Equivalent basic forms 

dE_(?JE\ dV_(?J§\ dS=O 
?JV)s ?JS/v 

dE+ 1 PldV -I TldS=O 
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Origin Order of 
family Equivalent basic forms 

-------- -1-----------

Theorem 10_____ 4 

Theorem 11____ __ 8 
02E 02E 

oVoS-oSoV 

Theorem 12_____ 8 H=E- V(~~)s 
H=E+IPIV 

Theorem 13 ___ __ 4 G=E- V(~~s -S(~IDv 
G=E+IPIV-ITIS 

Theorem 14_____ 1 (E+G)-(H+F)=O-

Theorem 15_____ 4 ( oH) (OE) {(02G) (?:IF) 01' p - oT V =-T ~T2 p- oT2 V 

=T(olVl) (Op) 
oT p oT V 

Theorem 16_____ 8 
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Origin Order of Equivalent basic forms family 

Theorem 17 ___ __ ~ (~0E = -(~f)TI(~fJv 

{(OF) o2F } 
=- oV T -ToVoT 

(~~v 

(O~~/)E 
P-T(~~) 
(~~)v 

(OH) 1 Theorem 18 ___ __ 8 OP2 S =-(02E) . 
OV2 S 

o2E 
Theorem 19 _____ 8 

o2H oVoS 
oSo/P/ (O2~) oV2 S 

o2E (o2E) (02E) 
Theorem 20 _____ 

8 _(02H) oVoS- oVZ S OS2 V 

OS2 P (o2E) OV2 s 

(02E) 
Theorem 2L ____ 8 (02G) OS2 v 

OP2 T (~y_(02E) (02E) . oSoV OV2 S OS2 v 
o2E 

02G oVoS 
Theol em 22 __ ___ 4 oIP/ofT' ( ~y _(02E) (02E) oSoV OV2 S OS2 V 
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There are of course several equivalent expressions for a basic form 
involving second-order derivatives of the thermodynamic functions 
when expressed in terms of V, S, T, P. Since this paper is not con
cerned with providing a catalog of all such formulas they have been 
omittcd. In fact, from the theoretical point of view, all formulas 
should rcmain implicitly contained in the general relations between 
the thermodynamic functions and their derivatives. Such a pro
cedure would effect a considerable condensation of necessary formulas 
without entailing excessive effort in the deduction of a required 
relation. 

Relations connecting the second-order derivatives of V, S, T, P, 
can be deduced from transformation formulas for the third-order 
derivatives of the characteristic functions. The relations are not 
complex, but there are many of them. In light of the results of this 
study, it is very probable that these equations can be grouped into 
families invariant under the substitution group '§ *, thereby eliminat
ing an extensive catalog of formulas. 

'rhe writer is particularly indebted to A. C. Lunn, of the University 
of Chicago, for his inspiring lectures on group theory a,nd theoretical 
physics and to F. O. Koenig, of Stanford University, for a criticism 
of an earlier derivation of the group G. 
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